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Abstract
This paper proposes an approach based on the compressed sens-
ing for speech enhancement. It attempts to exploit the fact that it
is relatively easy to find sparse representation for speech signal
but the same cannot hold true for noise. Thus for a given speech
signal a sparse vector is derived which extracts the speech sig-
nal from the given noisy speech signal. Approach is further
modified to ensure the speech enhancement across the varying
segments of speech signal, which is present due to language,
emotion and speech uttered by a person. Experimental results
show that the proposed approach can be an alternative to the
existing approaches for speech enhancement.
Index Terms: Speech Processing, Compressed Sensing, Sparse
Basis, Speech Enhancement.

1. Introduction
Speech signal acquired in real time has a lot of irregularities due
to background noise, reverberation, babbling etc. It severely
affects the performance of a speech signal processing system.
The researchers have proposed several approaches to improve
the quality of noisy speech signal and extract useful informa-
tion [1]. It is a long standing problem with applications in the
fields of hearing aids, coding and automatic speech recognition
etc. The details of various approaches for speech enhancement
can be found in [1–5].

Most of the existing approaches, attempt to model the type
of noise which have corrupted the speech signal, may not be
useful in real world scenario. Ideally, one should try to exploit
the characteristics of speech signal rather than modelling the
noise. This paper proposes an approach based on compressed
sensing (CS)/sparse coding, which exploits the characteristics
of signal to enhance the speech. It is based on the fact that it is
relatively easy to find a sparse representation for speech signal
provided suitable basis functions are chosen. But the same can-
not hold true for the case of noise. Following the concept, for a
given noisy speech signal (where speech waveform is corrupted
by additive noise), a vector is derived which is concatenation
of sparse vector and non-sparse vector associated with speech
signal and noise, respectively. The resultant sparse vector is
used to reconstruct the original speech signal. Due to presence
of emotions speech uttered by a person has a lot of variations.
Thus, it is not viable to use only one sensing matrix to derive
the sparse vectors. In the proposed approach several sensing
matrices are used to derive sparse vectors, which are combined
to improve the results.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 ex-
plains the representation of speech signal using compressed
sensing. The proposed approach to enhance the speech signal is
explained in Section 3 and the experimental results are given in
Section 4. The summary of the paper is given in Section 5.

2. Compressed sensing to represent the
speech signals

With the recent advancements [6–9], CS has now emerged as
a very promising and efficient technique for signal processing
and its applications. It exploits the prior knowledge about the
sparsity of a signal in a linear transform domain in order to ef-
ficiently reconstruct the signal. Let s ∈ RN be the speech signal
for which we would like to find a sparse representation α us-
ing orthonormal basis Ψ [10, 11]. The assumption of sparsity
means that only K coefficients, with K � N, of α are sufficient
to represent s. In CS, the signal is measured using non adaptive
linear measurements as

y = Φs = ΦΨα = Aα, where s = Ψα. (1)

Here y ∈ RM is measured signal and Φ ∈ RM×N denotes mea-
surement matrix made up of random ortho-basis vectors. Stable
recovery of α is possible if matrix Φ satisfies restricted isom-
etry property (RIP) and is incoherent with basis Ψ [11]. The
estimation of sparse vector is formulated as

α̂ = argmin ‖α‖1 subject to y = Aα, (2)

which can be solved by linear programming methods [12].
Here discrete-time cosine transform (DCT) is chosen as sparse
basis due to its sparsifying capability for speech signals [8, 13]
and measurement matrix is constructed from Grassmannian
frames [14] for the reason that it satisfies incoherence or RIP
conditions with high probability.

3. Proposed approach for speech
enhancement

One of the advantages of sparse representation is that it facili-
tates to sample the signal in less than the Nyquist criterion and
this property has been exploited for many applications of speech
signal processing [6, 8]. This section illustrates how CS can be
used for speech enhancement. In case of noisy speech signal
the derived sparse vector will also be corrupted by noise be-
cause eq. (2) does not incorporate the presence of noise. If we
assume the noise is additive then the derived vector for noisy
speech signal (let (sx + sn) be speech signal corrupted by addi-
tive noise) can be decomposed into two terms: (1) vector asso-
ciated for speech signal (sx), and (2) vector associated for noise
component (sn). Thus eq. (1) can be written as

y = Φs = Φ(sx + sn) = Aαx + Aαn, (3)

where αx and αn are the vectors associated for speech signal
and noise, respectively. Due to the behaviour of speech signal,
one can say that αx will be sparse for suitable choice of Ψ, but
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Figure 1: (a) Noisy speech (0dB SNR). (b) Extracted noise component using αn vector. (c) Extracted speech component using αx

vector. (d) Enhanced speech signal using (αx − αn) vector.

the same cannot hold true for αn. Thus eq. (3) can be further
rewritten as

y = Φs = ΦMx

[
sx

sn

]
, (4)

where Mx ∈ RN×2N = [I I] is mixing matrix. Here I ∈ RN×N

denotes the identity matrix. Further assume that Ψ1 and Ψ2
are two orthonormal basis matrices, which are used to find the
sparse representation for speech (sx) and noise (sn) components
separately. Thus

y = ΦMxΨ
nα, (5)

where Ψn =

[
Ψ1 0
0 Ψ2

]
,

and sparse vector α is computed as

α̂ = argmin ‖α‖1 subject to y = Anα. (6)

Here An = ΦMxΨ
n. The resultant vector α will be concatena-

tion of two vectors associated with speech αx and noise com-
ponent αn. Considering the case for noise alone, the derived
coefficients will not be sparse in any transfer domain [6], be-
cause the characteristic of noise doesn’t change under any linear
transformation (like DFT, DCT and Wavelets) [9]. Thus its al-
most impossible to reconstruct the noise back from small num-
ber of measurements. On the other hand coefficients αx, associ-
ated for speech signal, will be sparse for suitable choice of Ψ1.
Enhanced speech, where the effect of noise is reduced, can be
computed using the derived sparse vector αx. The separation of
clean speech and noise would have been difficult, if basic frame-
work of compressed sensing (i.e., eq. (2)) is used to derive the
sparse vector for noisy speech because the resultant sparse vec-
tor will have effect of noise component also. Figure 1 illustrates
the results of the proposed method of speech enhancement. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows noisy speech signal (SNR 0dB ) derived after
adding Gaussian noise in clean speech. The extracted noise and
speech component using the proposed approach are shown in
Figures 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. We have used DCT basis

functions as Ψ1 and identity matrix as Ψ2 in the proposed ap-
proach. The purpose of choosing identity matrix as sparse basis
matrix for noise is due to the fact that characteristics of noise
will not change under any linear transformation. In addition
speech should not be sparse in Ψ2 basis for good reconstruc-
tion. Due to the fact that the contribution of noise in coefficient
αx has not completely removed, the result is further improved
by removing the residual noise from αx as

ŝx = Ψ1(αx − αn), (7)

and shown in Figure 1(d).

3.1. Combining evidences using different sensing matrices

The derived sparse vector, using proposed CS based approach
is not able to enhance the speech uniformly across varying seg-
ments of speech signal, which is present due to language, emo-
tion, speaking rate and speech uttered by speaker. One reason
could be that the proposed approach uses only single measure-
ment matrix which might not be sufficient to separate the speech
and noise coefficient, efficiently. Thus to guarantee similar en-
hancement across the segments of speech signal, multiple mea-
surement matrices are employed and results are combined to get
the enhanced speech as shown in Figure 2. For a given noisy

Figure 2: Proposed method of combining the evidences from
several sensing matrices.
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Table 1: Comparison of proposed approach along with existing approaches for speech enhancement using ITU-T P.835 Speech Intelli-
gibility Test.

Noise Type Technique PESQ SIG BAK OVL SNRLoss LLR

Gaussian 10db

Log-MMSE Filter 2.20 2.61 2.36 2.32 0.95 1.26
Wiener Filter 2.73 2.84 2.59 2.67 0.90 1.12
Kalman Filter 3.15 3.94 3.19 3.40 0.80 1.03
Proposed Approach 2.84 3.25 2.62 3.04 0.85 1.10

Gaussian 5db

Log-MMSE Filter 1.89 1.84 1.94 1.74 0.97 1.31
Wiener Filter 2.47 2.45 2.29 2.30 0.92 1.19
Kalman Filter 2.86 3.12 2.58 3.10 0.82 1.09
Proposed Approach 2.66 2.83 2.51 2.61 0.86 1.13

Gaussian 0db

Log-MMSE Filter 1.71 1.47 1.78 1.46 0.98 1.36
Wiener Filter 2.20 1.92 2.01 1.87 0.94 1.29
Kalman Filter 2.35 2.80 2.38 2.40 0.85 1.17
Proposed Approach 2.26 2.35 2.18 2.23 0.88 1.24

speech signal and fixed sparse basis Ψn, different sensing ma-
trices provides different sets of measurement samples and thus
different reconstructed sparse vectors. Let αi = [αi

x α
i
n]T be

the reconstructed vector for a noisy speech signal using mea-
surement matrices Φi. Thus eq. (6) can be written as

α̂i = argmin ‖αi‖1 subject to yi = An,iαi, (8)
where An,i = ΦiMxΨ

n.

Here yi denotes the compressed measured signal for a given
noisy speech signal (sx + sn) using sensing matrices Φi. By us-
ing different sensing matrices the contribution of noise in each
vector yi will be different. Thus the combination of derived
sparse vectors αi

x can adapt to varying characteristics of speech
signal. One way to combine the evidences for improving en-
hancement results is as follows:

ŝx = Ψ1
1
L

L∑

i=1

(αi
x − αi

n). (9)

3.2. Design Issues in CS

A fundamental problem in CS is to design or choose a good
compressed sensing matrix which can recover sparse vector
from noisy observations. While most of the studies so far fo-
cus on the prominent Random, Gaussian, Bernoulli or Fourier
transform matrices [15,16], this paper uses efficient determinis-
tic sensing matrix constructed from Grassmannian frames [14].
It is also difficult to choose a sparse basis matrix which will
give sparse representation for varying nature of speech segment.
In this work DCT matrix is used as sparse basis to represent
the speech signal [8, 17]. It has been shown that a Grassman-
nian (real) matrix GR with normalized columns has a very good
lower bound for mutual coherence and highest value possible
for spark of the matrix, which ensure the recovered coefficients
will be sparsest [14]. Numerical construction of such matri-
ces has been given in [18]. For a fixed basis Ψ one can solve
GR = ΦNΨ using Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting
method to obtain a deterministic sensing matrix ΦN. Different
sensing matrices Φi can be obtained by choosing a different set
of consecutive M rows from a larger dimension sensing matrix
ΦN.

4. Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated us-
ing clean speech signals, corrupted by additive Gaussian noise,
from University of Texas (NOIZEUS) database sampled at 8
KHz. Speech is processed on short time frame basis, and signal
was reconstructed using standard overlap add method with a 70
percent overlap. Three different sensing matrices Φ1, Φ2 and
Φ3 are used for a fixed frame size 25ms with compression ratio
M/N = 0.6.

The perception of a speech signal is generally measured
by its quality and intelligibility [19]. The quality is a subjec-
tive measure based on listeners while intelligibility is an objec-
tive measure of all words that can be correctly identified dis-
tinctly from the given speech signal [19]. It has been recom-
mended that ITU-T P.835 methodology should be used to eval-
uate speech intelligibility in terms of signal distortion (SIG),
background intrusiveness (BAK), mean opinion score (OVL),
perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), log-likelihood
ratio (LLR) and SNR loss [19, 20] at different levels of SNR.
These parameters are shown in Table I for the enhanced speech
obtained using proposed approach along with the existing ap-
proaches [1]. It can be observed that the proposed approach out-
performs almost all the existing approaches, however they are
nearly close to the results obtained with Kalman filtering [21]
which uses a prior information about signal characteristics (like
voice activity detection-VAD & LP coefficients). We have also
shown spectrogram for noisy speech and enhanced speech in
Figure 3. It can be seen that the speech is enhanced not only
in the regions where SNR is high but also in the regions of low
SNR, associated with unvoiced speech regions. It shows the su-
periority of the proposed approach as well as emphasizes the
point that it is relatively easy to characterize a given speech sig-
nal, but the same cannot hold true for the case of noise. In
addition the proposed approach does not require modelling of
noise and can be applied to enhance the speech for any kind of
additive noise.

5. Summary
Speech enhancement is performed by an approach, which ex-
ploits the fact that speech signal can have sparse representation
for suitable selection of sparse basis functions. But for noise it
will be difficult to derive a sparse representation. This charac-
teristic is exploited in the frame work of CS where for a given
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Figure 3: (a) Original speech signal. (b) Noisy speech signal (Gaussian noise-SNR 0db). (c) Enhanced speech signal with spectrogram
plots.

noisy speech signal, a vector is derived which is concatenation
of (a) sparse vector associated for speech signal, and (b) vector
associated for noise component. These vectors are derived by
projecting noisy speech onto different basis functions. This ap-
proach works well but unable to enhance the speech uniformly
across varying segments of speech signal. This issue is ad-
dressed by combining evidences from several sensing matrices
in the proposed approach. The experimental results validate that
the proposed approach is comparable to the existing approaches
of speech enhancement. It has to be noted that the proposed ap-
proach does not assumes the type of noise and can be extended
for any kind of additive noise.
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